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Learning objectives

Organizational studies have made it clear now that organizations do not act in a vacuum, but are inserted in a
specific context, within which they develop complex relationships. The course aims to explore the different
elements that characterize the context, using the theoretical framework provided by the urban studies. In other
words, if the science of organizations looks at the relationship between context and organization on the side of
organizations, this course focuses on the context, providing the conceptual framework necessary to explore, for
example, the social and economic structure of the region where an organization is places; cultural resources,
traditions, history of the place available to organizations; the local policies that govern its actions and so on. The
course aims to provide the theoretical and methodological tools to observe, describe, analyse social phenomena in
space and to identify the mechanisms that generate them.

At the end of the course, students will be able to describe the main sociological theories and the debates on the
city and space, to reflect on the main spatial dynamics of contemporary society and to confront with the relationship
between economic processes and space.

Students will also develop the ability to observe society with a focused and curious gaze, and will be able to raise
new questions and give themselves independent answers on what is happening around them, with particular
attention to the location of economic phenomena and to their relationship with the space.

Contents

The course focuses on the mechanisms underlying the spatialisation of social phenomena in relation to
organizations: economic and regulatory processes, multiplicity of actors, differences, cultures, needs and demands
that are generated in space. In particular, the spatial dynamics of economic processes will be observed, focusing
on the transformations brought about by globalization, on the spatialisation of economic activities, on the



development models that gradually emerge for cities and regions in the contemporary world.

The course is organized in two parts; in the first, shorter and introductory, the main themes of urban studies are
presented, in order to build a vocabulary necessary to investigate the spatialisation processes of economic forms;
the second part, more articulated, explores, through examples and case studies, a series of questions, crucial to
understand the main spatial dynamics of economic activities and their complex relationship with organizations.

Detailed program

First part (introduction to the concepts of the urban and regional studies)

The urban question
Economic structure
Social structure
Culture and cities
Policies and regulatory framework

Second part (spatial dynamics of economic activities). This part focuses on four topics of particular relevance for
the Milan area:

Globalization and spatialisation of the economy: effects of globalization on the local society; socio-spatial
dynamics of districts and clusters; the competitiveness of cities and the effects on social cohesion policies
The "new" urban economies: the sharing economy, the new working spaces (coworking and shared labs),
the urban manufacturing
The economy linked to culture: cultural and creative industries; urban tourism; marketing and the image of
the city
Social innovation and its implications in local politics and economy

Prerequisites

No specific requirements; as for the other courses in the third year, statistics is a compulsory exam.

Teaching methods

Teaching is based on both remote asynchronous (recorded) and synchronous lessons (the latter will be delivered
via the Webex platform in video conference with the students, or, if conditions allow it, in classroom, together with
students, but always and in any case recorded to allow participation to anyone). In particular, to encourage
discussion, regular studing and socializing, there will be moments of discussion on the topics of the course at
regular intervals: students will manage their study and learning moments autonomously through video lessons, but
they will have scheduled occasions of discussion with the class mates and teachers.

Autonomous exercises and works will also be proposed, which will be carried out in groups, in order to understand
better urban and regional studies methods and concepts. Excercises also represent a useful tool for socializing and



horizontal learning among students.

Assessment methods

Assessment is diversified in two ways:

a) Learning programme with exercises and group works. Some group works will be proposed during the course of
the course: the theoretical and application study of a theme dealt with in the lessons starting from tools provided by
the teachers; the analysis of a case study; reading articles and the news. The products of these group exercises,
will be assessed and will be the basis of the final grade that students will obtain. The final assessment will be
obtained through an oral exam in which knowledge on the entire course program and bibliographic material will be
tested.

b) Learning programme without exercises and group works. Students, in a independent way, will study texbooks
and reading materals, materials available on the e-learning environment, but they will NOT developed any other
exercises or group work. The final assessment is done through an oral exam to verify the learning and
comprehension of the course contents, reference texts and teaching materials provided by the teachers.

 In general, for all students, the assessment takes into account the knowledge of the topics of the course and the relative bibliography, the property of language and the critical-interpretative capacity.

Textbooks and Reading Materials

A)     Learning programme with exercises and group works:  

a.     Teaching materials uploaded on the e-learning platform

b.     A.J. Scott, Città e regioni nel nuovo capitalismo. L’economia sociale delle metropoli, il Mulino, Bologna, 2011;
or, the electronic version in English (e-book available in the library of the University) Social economy of the
metropolis: cognitive-cultural capitalism and the global resurgence of cities

Recommended reading:  "Turn Your Literature Review Into An Argument", by Robert Thomas, Sage publisher.
here (https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/eur/turn-your-literature-review-into-an-argument/book269818#description ) a
preview

B)    Learning programme without exercises and group works

a.       A. Mela, Sociologia delle città, Carocci, Roma, 2006 or,  (e-book available in the library of the University)
Orum, A. M., Chen, X., & Paulsen, K. E. (2013). Introduction to cities: how place and space shape human
experience Wiley-Blackwell (only first, second and third section of the book - until page 230)

b.     A.J. Scott, Città e regioni nel nuovo capitalismo. L’economia sociale delle metropoli, il Mulino, Bologna, 2011;
or, the electronic version in English (e-book available in the library of the University) Social economy of the
metropolis: cognitive-cultural capitalism and the global resurgence of cities

c.     Teaching materials uploaded on the e-learning platform

Recommended reading:  "Turn Your Literature Review Into An Argument", by Robert Thomas, Sage publisher.



here (https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/eur/turn-your-literature-review-into-an-argument/book269818#description ) a
preview
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